What’s happening Week 3?

Research Revealed
Are you curious about how a Computational Social Scientist, Historian of Science, and Egyptologist approach their research? Get a behind-the-scenes look at how north campus UCLA faculty tackle real research questions and learn what methods and tools they use to complete their projects. The Research Revealed faculty lecture series is a program of the Undergraduate Research Center for the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, and is open to the entire UCLA community. Attend one or all three of the lectures. Click here to learn more and RSVP.

Public Affairs Major Info Sessions
Applications for the Public Affairs major will open on Monday, March 4th. Attend one of the Public Affairs Major Info Session to learn more about the program and how to apply for the major! There will be an info session on Tuesday, January 22nd from 12:30pm-1:30pm in Public Affairs Room 2343. Another info session will be held on Thursday, January 24th from 5pm-6pm in Public Affairs Room 4371. For more information, visit the Public Affairs major website.

Undergraduate Writing Center Expands with Hours in the Science and Engineering Library
In partnership with the UCLA Library, the Undergraduate Writing Center is now offering a satellite location serving STEM majors in the Science and Engineering Library (8251 Boelter Hall). Starting Winter 2019, Wednesdays from 1pm-6pm, a Peer Learning Facilitator (PLF) will be available to help with paper assignments through individual consultations. PLFs can help students at any point in their writing process. Appointments can be made at https://wp.ucla.edu/wc/ and drop-ins are also welcome.

Labor Summer Research Internship Program 2019: Earners and Learners in Los Angeles County
Students will engage in applied research focused on the social, economic, and political context and experiences of “earners and learners,” or those who work and attend college in Los Angeles County. Students will examine how working students’ navigate barriers and opportunities in fulfilling their career and other goals. Participants will be a part of a UCLA Labor Center study to assess the intersections and the costs of working and attending school. Applied research methodologies (data collection, quantitative and qualitative data analysis) and engagement with key stakeholders such as earners and learners, school administrators, policymakers and advocates through info-graphics and interactive data workshops. For more information, visit https://irle.ucla.edu/labor-studies-minor/lsrip/.

UPCOMING EVENTS AND DEADLINES

MONDAY, JANUARY 21 (Week 3)
• Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday; campus closed

FRIDAY, JANUARY 25 (Week 3)
• Last day for undergraduate students to add classes with per-class fee through MyUCLA
• Last day to file late study list with fee
• Undergraduate students approved by College/school for reduced tuition are audited; must be enrolled in 10 or fewer units
• Financial aid census date; enrolled units verified to determine eligibility for term
• Last day to apply for UC intercampus exchange at Graduate Division Academic Services, 1255 Murphy Hall

MONDAY, JANUARY 28 (Week 4)
• Spring Schedule of Classes online
College of Academic Counseling Workshops

Want to make a two, three, or four year plan? Are you graduating and need information about commencement? Then you’ve come to the right place, because The Connection has you covered with a list of workshops offered by College Academic Counseling (CAC)!

iGrad Workshops for Graduating Seniors
If you are planning to graduate in Winter 2019, Spring 2019, Summer 2019, or Fall 2019, you should attend an iGrad Workshop! iGrad is a 90-minute workshop for College of Letters and Science seniors preparing to graduate. By attending the workshop you will learn all you need to know about completing your final degree requirements, understanding your commencement options, and getting your diploma. College Counselors will also review your degree requirements to ensure that you are on track to graduate. Sign-up for any of the 11 iGrad Workshops on MyUCLA > Academics > Workshops.

Crafting Your UCLA Journey
This 90-minute interactive workshop is designed to demonstrate how to envision and create a meaningful undergraduate experience and will assist students in planning their remaining degree requirements. This Winter, we are offering 3 workshops for students who entered as freshmen and 3 workshops for students who entered as transfers. An accelerated workshop for admitted freshmen will also be available, where we will discuss how to graduate in 3 years or less. All workshops will be held in the large conference room in A316 Murphy Hall. Students can register for these workshops on MyUCLA > Academics > Workshops.

Premed 101: A Guide to being Premed at UCLA
Attend a 2-hour workshop to learn about the medical school admissions criteria, required coursework, MCAT, pre-health resources on campus, and more! This workshop is designed to help current UCLA undergraduates navigate the premed career path at UCLA. Whether you’re looking to get a head start or just want to learn more about the steps to pursue a career in medicine, this workshop is for you! Students can register for these workshops on MyUCLA > Academics > Workshops.

Expected Cumulative Progress (ECP)
This 30-minute workshop is available online and is designed for students who receive a first-time Expected Cumulative Progress (ECP) hold. If you receive a first-time ECP Hold, the workshop will appear on your CCLE home page on Monday of week 5. Students will learn about the ECP policy and how it impacts their academic progress. ECP holds are removed within 1 business day of completing the workshop. Please note that second and third-time ECP holds require a meeting with a counselor in order to remove the hold.

CONDUITS
Are you looking for hidden campus gems to enhance your time at UCLA? Look no further! Every week Conduits will feature a campus resource, selected by our very own ASK Peer Counselors, that will help you maximize your academic and social experience at UCLA.

Are you taking a lower division math class (Math 1-61) and need some extra help? The Student Math Center provides undergraduate students with tutoring services that emphasize group-based learning and discussion. You can find these services at MS 3974 (Mathematics & Science Building). The hours vary every quarter, but usually you can expect to find at least two graduate student TAs available Monday through Thursday, from 9am to 3pm. Each TA can tutor any lower division math class and you do not need to receive tutoring from your own TA. If you want tutoring for upper division math classes, you can find a contact list of graduate student tutors at www.math.ucla.edu/people/tutors; however this is an external service for which you have to pay. To learn more about the Student Math Center, visit www.math.ucla.edu/ugrad/smc.

www.cac.ucla.edu